INTERNATIONAL MUSEUM OF ASTRONOMY
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Lobby ............................ 158 m²
Public cloakroom ...............29 m²
Introduction to Astronomy ...270 m²
Large exhibition hall ................644 m²
Multipurpose room .....................71 m²
Immersion Room .........545 m²
Planetarium ..............200 m²
Exhibition gallery ..325 m²

9101112-

Observatory ...................................278 m²
Projection space ..........................190 m²
Exhibition .......................................414 m²
Shop ...................................................100m²
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Multifunctionality :
Multifunctionality of the museum at the urban
scale .
In this context , the museum has three functions: a cultural facility for the country, scientific
knowledge internationally and equipment for
water supply needs of the population. The project is to create a stock of water from snowmelt
in the hot season . For this two locks will regulate the flow and the water supply to the site.
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Background
The site is at the bottom of the volcano Lincancabur village near San pedro de Atacama . The
site is connected by road with Highway 27 and
the airport in San Pedro de Atacama. A waterway flows from the Cordière moors to the nature reserve of Flamenco .
This is Mount current between the city and the
airport that the museum will implement and for
reasons of access and the reasons for housing.
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Floor plan - Scale 1/500
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Coupe BB - Scale 1/500

Large exhibition hall

Timber Frame
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Program:
A floating village:
Conceptual form has arguably the International Museum of Astronomy as a floating village.
Creating islands will require the occupants of
this place to go outside to reach another building.
Several showrooms :
The burst of islands will allow separate
showrooms. Division showrooms has two advantages . The first is to create a special atmosphere in every showroom. The second allows
the museum to remain open when room must
prepare a specific exposure .
Research Centre:
For an international appointment , the museum
must be equipped with an auditorium for conferences and research center for scientists, with
library, office , laboratory and museum reserve .
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To a local approach :
Dry and arid Atacama Desert landscape presents several facets. This restraint is the land
which cracks leaving a random islets separated
by a vacuum frame. This same pattern will be
repeated to create the shape of the project.
Earthworks is a phase of a project is important
and we always wonder about the evacuation
of the earth. Here we are in a country where
constructive knowledge of adobe is present.
From this observation , the entire project will be
wood frame and an envelope filled with adobe
, made from earth earthmoving project (stored
locally).
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Visitors Route :
project allows us to appreciate the builThe system routes of visitors is a conti- ding but also the stars.
nuous journey that comes in 6 sizes :
The fifth :
The first :
Once the visitor is immersed in space , it
A small room behind the reception will is on the mezzanine floor of the exhibiintroduce the visitor to the world of as- tion hall to be able to reassess exposure .
tronomy .
Finally, the sixth :
The second :
The temporary exhibition hall that can
The large exhibition hall will allow visi- renew the latest discovery in astronomy.
tors to discover multiple stories of astronomy. The generous dimensions of An axis service cuts the building in two.
this room can expose pretty important This path can be a loophole for visitors
things.
who do not want to follow any continuous path .
The third :
This room allows visitors to immerse
themselves in astronomy through the
planetarium .

View in Garden

The fourth :
The observation tray in the center of the

